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Fine teacher analyzes each piece individually; many common endgame situations. Examines
games by Steinitz, Alekhine, Lasker, others.
Offers a guide to important chess techniques and principles to help players develop the skills
needed to beat opponents, from the basics of play to specific tactics and strategies, as well as
a look at the world of competitive chess.
Master the Ancient and Modern Game of Chess! Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited
– Order Now! When you read How to Play Chess, you’ll discover a fascinating world of the
mind! This comprehensive and lengthy book explains how all the chess pieces move in simple,
easy-to-understand language. You’ll easily absorb the quirks of the game, such as the en
passent rule and how important kings become in the later stages of play. From pawns to
queens, you’ll know exactly how to follow the rules – and make the most of your favorite
strategies! How to Play Chess introduces many popular beginner tactics you can use right
away to impress your friends and improve your rankings. You’ll discover the various strategies
appropriate for each phase of the game—Beginning, Middle, and Endgame—and how to get an
edge on your opponents! Inside, you’ll learn about chess masters from long ago – and meet
the new masters. From William Steinitz and Magnus Carlsen to Garry Kasparov and Bobby
Fisher, the chess world has created many fascinating and beautiful minds! This inspiring chess
method for beginners helps you understand how to position your pieces in their “best squares”
and create solid defenses. When it’s time to go on the offensive, you’ll enjoy thrilling attacks –
and avoid your opponent’s counter-attacks. It’s time to win more games and have more fun!
PLAY CHESS LIKE A PRO EVEN... IF YOU'D NEVER LAID HANDS ON CHESS BOARD
BEFORE! Do you consider yourself a complete chess newbie and want to beat your
experienced player friends? Maybe you played in the past and now want to take your skills to
the next level? Would you like to become a ranked chess player and lay the foundation for your
professional victories? Take a look at what's inside -A complete "how-to" intro to the game of
chess -Rules and Chess Notations, a basic guide for complete beginners -'Must To Master'
fundamental strategies even some pros forget the fundamentals! -Winning Openings these are
34 moves to set yourself up for a winning game -Proven middle and end-game strategies here
is how you lead and end the game with a victory in your pocket! -17 cool facts about chess
you've never heard before, they'll make you excited for the game every single time! -Much
much more As I already mentioned, no matter if you are a complete chess beginner or played
chess in the past and want to upgrade your skills, this will take you by the hand and lead
through every single step! So don't wait, scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and Start Reading!
How to Play Chess for Children
Learn To Play Chess In A Fun And Simple Way
How a King Plays
The Complete Beginners Guide To Learning Chess Game, Rules And Strategies For Winning
Chess is Child's Play
How to Play Chess for Kids
Grandmaster Johan Hellsten is convinced that mastering chess strategy - just like chess
tactics - requires practice, practice and yet more practice! This outstanding book is a product of
his many years' work as a full-time chess teacher, and is specifically designed as part of a
structured training programme to improve strategic thinking. It focuses on a wide range of key
subjects and provides a basic foundation for strategic play. Furthermore, in addition to the
many examples, there's an abundance of carefully selected exercises which allow readers to
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course is an ideal way for players of all standards to improve. Although designed mainly for
students, this book is also an excellent resource for chess teachers and trainers. An essential
course in chess strategyContains over 400 pages of Grandmaster adviceIncludes more than
350 training exercises
Suitable for beginning to intermediate players ages 8 and up, How to Play Chess uses
computer-generated 3-D illustrations to bring the game to life, teaching kids everything from
the strengths and weaknesses of individual pieces to more advanced strategies and
techniques. Author Claire Summerscale, a professional chess player and champion, stimulates
young chess players at every stage. "Master challenges" reinforce the skills explained in the
guide's step-by-step instructions, and solutions are included at the back of the book. Kids can
even play as they learn with the press-out board and chess pieces included. Help your child
become a champion of the world's oldest and most popular skill with How to Play Chess.
*Previously published as Chess.
Do you have a limited amount of time and you would like to quickly learn how to play chess as
a real pro? Do you think it is a tough game but you would love to play chess on your own
immediately? You are in the right place. There is a common misconception about chess,
saying that it is a difficult game suited for smart people only, but that is not true. With the right
guide and the correct information, it is possible to learn chess game and start to win in only few
hours. This book will give you the possibility to learn from scratch in a fast and effective way
also the most difficult rules and strategies, but above all you will have the ability to memorize
everything thanks to a system proved by chess academies. In this way, you will not have to
repeat and studying a thousand times the same rules, but you will quickly learn with a simple
language accessible to all. This book will help you at: ◆ Quickly memorising all the pieces, their
moves and how to set up a Chessboard ◆ In addition to the basic rules, you will learn special
chess rules in order to never find yourself unprepared and having a competitive advantage
over your beginners opponents. ◆ The best thirteen strategies perfectioned by the
Grandmasters that will help you to win the first matches with ease. ◆ Quickly develop your
chess skills through tested workbooks ◆ Tricks and suggestions for boosting your learning and
how to predict the next move of your opponent in order to anticipate it. And much more! With
this guide you will never find chess difficult again, because there will also be tricks in order to
block your opponent in every possible occasion. Whether you start from zero or you want to
increase your game skills, this book will lift you up in a total different new level. You do not
have to spend a lot of time studying, but start to memorize the best strategies and win safely
from the very beginning.
Introduces beginning chess players to the pieces, moves, and rules of the game and presents
basic strategies with step-by-step instructions and diagrams.
Chess for Kids
Bobby Fischer Teaches Chess
How to Play the Chess Openings
The Best Openings, Closings, Strategies and Learn to Play Like a Pro
Chess For Kids
Basics & Fundamentals Handbook

A children's step-by-step visual guide to the rules, skills, and techniques of chess-by
International Master and renowned chess tutor Michael Basman. From the history of chess and
the aim of the game to essential tactics and taking it even farther in clubs, tournaments, and
championships, Chess for Kids covers it all. Before explaining techniques, the ebook details
each piece-pawns, bishops, the king, and more-to ensure kids have a comprehensive
understanding before they begin to play. Chess board graphics illustrate different scenarios and
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outcomes as they go. Let Chess for Kids and International Master Michael Basman turn you into
a champion chess player.
Learn chess the fun way and add firepower to your chess strategies with this beginner's guide to
the world's most popular game of skill. From the opening move to checkmate, How to Play
Chess is an easy-to-follow guide to achieve grandmaster greatness. Perfect for children aged
8-13, this companion explains chess tactics and strategies in simple language supported by
amazing 3-D images. Starting with basic terms and techniques, this ebook will make you a chess
champion and teach you master tips to impress your opponents. The ebook begins with a short
history of chess and also explains the basic rules and objectives of the game. It contains
descriptions of popular moves and the reference section illustrates the moves of one of the most
famous chess games - the Opera Game played by the Duke of Brunswick in 1858. Download a
copy of How to Play Chess and learn to solve the toughest of chess challenges.
How to Play Chess is a book about general principles and laws of the game of chess written by
Charlotte Boardman Rogers. The author provides the survey of the history of chess from its
origins in India about five thousand years ago and its development over centuries. Further on,
the book explains basics and fundamental rules of the game and suggestions for beginners. The
second part of the book provides some advanced principles of Openings, End Game and Middle
Game, concluding with key to problems and examples of master play.
For fans of The Queen's Gambit comes a brand-new book from 11-year-old chess champion
Oliver Boydell. How a King Plays features 64 of Boydell's tips, strategies, and ideas to help
chess enthusiasts of all ages sharpen their game skills. Whether you're new to chess or a
Grandmaster, there's something for everyone in chess phenom Oliver Boydell's new book of 64
chess tips, How a King Plays. At only 11-years-old, Boydell has already been both a National
Chess Champion and a New York City Chess Champion who's competed at numerous major
scholastic chess events since he started playing at the age of 5. Now, Boydell is lending his
talents to the page as he shares some of his best tips that helped him become a star. Written in
his signature concise and witty voice, Boydell offers players of all levels—from beginners to
advanced—a different, creative tip on every page. An introduction from the author, inspirational
quotes from chess greats, and a glossary of terms help round out this comprehensive and
informative, fun guide. Jam-packed with wisdom and imaginative gameplay, this compact and
portable reference book can easily be taken on the go to a tournament, to the park, or anywhere
you're traveling. How a King Plays is the ideal companion for anyone whose passion for chess
can't be contained.
Chess
Make Pawns of Your Opponents with Tips and Tricks From a Grandmaster of the Game!
64 Chess Tips from a Kid Champion
An Instruction Book to Master the Game of Chess Plus Board Rules and Strategies to Winning
Like a Pro
Chess For Beginners
Learn to Play Chess Like a Boss
How to Play Chess for Beginners – for Kids of All Ages! When you
read How to Play Chess for Children, you’ll discover a wonderful
world of challenge and adventure! This easy-to-follow guide
provides a complete overview of the game of chess. It’s a
perfect introduction to the game. Kids can enjoy every step of
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the unique movements of the individual chess pieces Mastering
the art and timing of the popular “castling” move Understanding
the ins and outs of pawn moves, attacks, and advancement and so
much more! With How to Play Chess for Children, little ones can
easily develop their long-term thinking skills. They’ll learn
how to start out smart and strong by learning the best chess
openings. Then, they’ll adopt savvy and flexible strategies for
the chess midgame. Kids can finish strong by mastering the
endgame, in which weak pieces can become very strong, and
complete their game with decisive checkmates! This book even
describes techniques for avoiding a draw (tie) game when kids
are winning a game – and trying for a draw when their opponent
has the upper hand. This practical strategy teaches maturity,
adaptation, and smart success for children of all ages! Don’t
miss this opportunity to get kids involved in this classic and
inspiring game.
Clear, profound examinations of just what each opening is
intended to do and how opponent can counter. Many sample games.
In this introduction to chess, "first get the hang of moving
each piece [and] understand the rules, then find out how to
capture pieces and win ... Try out different tactics, discover
super-secret strategies, and practice thinking ahead"--Publisher
marketing.
A chess expert has distilled an enormous amount of information
into an easy-to-follow, question-and-answer format that not only
explains the most basic rules and essentials of play, but also
offers advice on opening, combinations, middle- and end-game
strategies, notation, castling, and other topics. Over 100
carefully chosen diagrams and illustrations.
How to Play Chess for (Absolute) Beginners
A Complete Chess Guide for Beginner to Intermediate Level
How To Play Chess For Novices
Chess For Dummies
101 Questions on How to Play Chess
All You Need To Know About Chess Game, Techniques And Expert
Strategies
How To Play ChessA Beginner's Guide to Learning the Chess Game, Pieces,
Board, Rules, & StrategiesCRB Publishing
Many consider chess to be the best game ever invented. Chess imposes a set
of rules and has finite limits, but just as you start to think you’re finally
solving its mysteries, chess thwarts you. Sometimes, therefore, the game is
frustrating, but far more often, chess proves both surprising and delightful.
The deeper you get into chess, the more of its secrets you unearth — but the
game has never been tapped out. Even today’s monster computers are far
from playing the theorized “perfect” chess game. Chess For Dummies is for
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playing chess for years or never played at all, this clearly written and easy-tounderstand guide will help you to Apply the rules of chess to maximize
winning Understand the lingo involved in the game Find other players who
are just about at your own level Teach others how to play the game Explore
move-by-move what it takes for you to be the one proudly saying,
“Checkmate” at the end of your chess game. Chess For Dummies also covers
the following topics and more: Setting up the board The pieces and their
powers Pattern recognition What to do throughout the game, from start to
end Whom to play, when, where, and how Online and computer chess Chess
notation Ever since chess originated in the 17th century in ancient India, it
has grown to become recognized as the most ancient, intellectual, and
cultural game of its time. Its combination of sport, scientific thinking, and
the elements of art make it one of the most played games in the world. This
book shows you everything you need to know in order to unearth the secrets
and philosophies of chess.
Programmed text offers experienced as well as beginning players the
opportunity to develop chess skills.
A strategic game of intelligence and foresight, chess has been played by
intellects for 1,500 years. And now it's becoming even more popular than in
recent history!This book is the perfect guide for anyone who wants to learn
how to play chess even if you know nothing about the game. With this book
in your hands, you will: -Learn the concept and basics of the game and the
rules you must play by to beat your opponent-Discover the interesting
history and the famous intellects who once loved to play chess to exercise
their minds-Win your first chess game with the chess openings, strategies,
and tactics in this informative book -Become part of an elite group of people
who know how to play chess and can effectively strategize moves -Avoid ten
of the most common mistakes beginners make so you get a head start on
winning chess games-Play chess online to practice your strategy skills and
tactics learned from this book on your own-Improve your intelligence and
mental awareness by exercising your mind while playing the game-And
Much More! If you enjoy thinking and strategizing while also being in
competition with another person, then chess is the perfect game for you.
This book makes it easy and attainable to learn this ancient and important
game. When you know how to play chess - or better yet win a game of chess
- you're seen as intelligent and a great thinker by others.
How to Play Chess Endings
Your Step-By-Step Guide to Playing Chess
Chess for Beginners
How to Win Almost Every Game with Proven Tactics, Mind-Blowing Opening
Strategies, and a Deep Knowledge of the Rules and Pieces
Learn to Play Chess
Seven Games: A Human History
"Follow the easy steps to grandmaster greatness with How To Play Chess. From the
opening move to checkmate, How To Play Chess will help your child play chess like
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the perfect introduction to chess for beginners as well as kids. Start with basic
chess techniques, and move up to more difficult challenges, guided step-by-step
the whole way. How To Play Chess includes a handy press out chess board and
pieces to get you practising straight away. Learn chess the fun way, and add
firepower to your chess tactics with this wonderful companion to the world's most
popular game of skill."
Written with the novice chess player in mind, Chess Fundamentals equips you with
the essential opening, middle game, and endgame techniques needed to advance
your game. Capablanca writes with an ease of understanding that any chess player
will grasp, and includes 14 full games annotated by the World Champion himself. A
true mountain of knowledge, Chess Fundamentals will take you from just knowing
the rules of chess to applying the principles used by the masters. Check it out:
Playing chess is tons of fun...and it can help make you smarter, too! How to Play
Chess for Kids teaches you everything you need to know to start―even if you've
never played before. First get the hang of moving each piece, understand the
rules, then find out how to capture pieces and win. In this book of chess for kids,
you'll try out different tactics, discover super-secret strategies, and practice
thinking ahead. How to Play Chess for Kids includes: How to speak chess―Chess
has its own language―learn to speak it with a guide to game notation and an easy
glossary. See it, play it―Lots of diagrams make learning chess for kids easy by
illustrating the moves in every example. Real-life moves―Learn from the best with
exciting excerpts from championship games by chess masters throughout history.
This book is intended to help you learn the basics of a game named ‘chess’, a very
well-known board game played worldwide since the 6th century until this very day.
Following the steps this book provides can help you to become a good chess player
and be able to participate in various chess tournaments. By reading this book, you
will be able to understand: 1) Chess rules and how to apply them. 2) Role of each
chess piece. 3) In-game rules such as check, checkmate and more. 4) Basic rules in
chess opening, middlegame and endgame. 5) Various tactics and puzzle solving.
Each chapter is assisted by chess board diagrams to help you understand more of
the current topics and therefore making it easier to learn. This book also includes a
tutorial on how to play chess online and match with other players so that you can
test and further improve your chess skills.
If you want to win at chess, then get this step-by-step "How To Play Chess" guide.
In this step-by-step guide, you will discover proven & tested chess strategy to win
more at chess games. - How to win chess strategy with less moves. - Beat your
friends and family every time you play chess. - Impress other chess players with
your new and improved chess playing skills. - Enjoy the feeling of winning more
chess games than before. - Gain more confidence whenever someone challenges
to a chess match. - Have more fun playing and winning at chess. - Discover tips
and tricks to master the chess game. - Find out dynamic position tactics such as
strategic threats, king's safety, and much more. - Be known as a great chess player
amongst your friends and family. - And much more. HowExpert publishes quick
'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday experts.
How to Play Chess
Let's Play Chess!
The Right Way to Play Chess
Includes Chessboard and Full Set of Chess Pieces
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Presents strategies for parents wishing to teach chess to their children, providing step-by-step
instructions to the game and featuring several illustrated mini-games that highlight the
importance of each piece.
Stop playing like a pawn and start playing like the king You already know just how
enjoyable--and and challenging--the game of chess can be. For those who play, chess leads to a
lifetime of fun. But how do you make the first move to learn the rules and transform from a
pawn to a king? The path to a perfect checkmate is in your hands! In the pages of this book,
you'll find an introduction to all the chess pieces including their strengths and weaknesses, tips
on how to protect your pieces and prevent their capture, and guidance on when to attack and
defend like a boss. You'll also find a bonus tear-out card to take your new tactics on the go!
Teaches chess step-by-step, covering the board and pieces, notation, castling, draws, and basic
tactics, and features a boy named George, who learns how to play chess from his tall-tale-telling
pet alligator, Kirsty.
35 easy and fun chess activities for children aged 7 years +
Your Step By Step Guide To Playing Chess
Let's Play Chess
The Best Chess Tips, Moves, and Tactics to Checkmate
A Beginner's Guide for Kids To Learn the Chess Pieces, Board, Rules, & Strategy
How to Play Chess for Beginners: Learn How to Master the Game of Chess and Win!: Chess
Rules, Special Moves, and Fundamentals
Basic Practical Play In Chess
Since its first publication in 1950, The Right Way to Play Chess has
taught chess to generations of beginners, taking them to the standard
expected of good club players. It gives full details of exactly how
to play the game, explains basic theory and includes many examples of
play.There are separate chapters on the openings, middle and end
games, plus a chapter of master games which illustrate how styles of
play have changed over the years. Fully revised and updated by chess
expert Richard James, a new chapter shows how to encourage and teach
children to play the game.
Are you a beginner in the game of chess and looking for a simplified
guide to help you master the chessboard to win like a PRO and become
a chess grandmaster? If this is you, then read on... Chess is a
beautiful game that allows you to exercise more of your mental power
than any other game in the world. It sharpens your visual imagery and
makes you think faster than you can imagine. You even get to own your
own colony of warriors and leaders, where you stand as the chief. All
of these are done on a board, so, yes, chess is a board game. And on
this chequered board are several pieces-the warriors-whose modus
operandi are entirely unique and intriguing. Surely, you have heard
of a bishop, and the first thing that comes to mind about it is a man
that attends to the spiritual things of God. But then, in the chess
game, the bishop is dynamic, and ready to fight, standing as one of
the most cherished pieces in the game. There are also knights, pawns,
rooks, queen, and king. Some people have called the chess game a
labyrinth, and in some way, it really is. It stirs up a feeling of
you being lost in some maze and then, finding some means of escape.
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chessboard and win like a PRO, you have to understand how the chess
pieces operate. You have to know what they stand for, how they move,
how they wouldn't move, their value, what you should do, and
shouldn't. Honestly, there are a lot of things to know to become a
grandmaster in chess, and that is why this book-How to Play Chess for
Beginners-was written, to set the foundation and to help you master
the game with time. Below are snippets of what you stand to learn;
Terminologies used in the game of chess. Name of all the chess
pieces, how to recognize them and their functions on the chessboard
How to setup the chessboard effectively. How to strategically move
your chess pieces for the best possible outcome and the 3 special
chess moves that can make the difference An understanding of how
check and checkmate works An understanding of the opening, middle,
and end game in chess and the strategies you can apply to win and
become a grandmaster. You'd learn the mystic way of reading your
opponent's moves to your advantage and; You'd also get to know all
the mistakes you should avoid as you play the game. A whole lot more
is wrapped inside this book. And whether you are a beginner or a
grandmaster of chess, there's something big in here for you to learn.
So, what are you waiting for? Get this book RIGHT NOW to get started
If you want to win at chess, then get this step-by-step "How To Play
Chess" guide. In this step-by-step guide, you will discover proven &
tested chess strategy to win more at chess games. - How to win chess
strategy with less moves. - Beat your friends and family every time
you play chess. - Impress other chess players with your new and
improved chess playing skills. - Enjoy the feeling of winning more
chess games than before. - Gain more confidence whenever someone
challenges to a chess match. - Have more fun playing and winning at
chess. - Discover tips and tricks to master the chess game. - Find
out dynamic position tactics such as strategic threats, king's
safety, and much more. - Be known as a great chess player amongst
your friends and family. - And much more. Read "How to Play Chess"
Today!
Chess for Kids: Learn to Play Chess in a Fun and Simple Way Introduce
your child to the fascinating world of chess with Chess for Kids!
Chess is a wonderful game for children and adults to learn together
and combine quality time with educational enjoyment. Learning Through
Activities has designed an activity book to help your child build the
mental foundation for life-long success through one of the world's
most popular boardgames. Learning and playing chess develops multiple
cognitive and emotional skills that will benefit your child
throughout their entire life: Improves memory by learning the rules
and strategies of the game Encourages creativity when responding to
their opponent's moves Develops critical thinking by analyzing their
opponent's strategy and thinking ahead multiple moves In Chess for
Kids, children will meet "Pawnie," a cute pawn eager to share the
fascinating world of chess. Pawnie starts with the foundations of
chess-game set-up, rules for moving pieces across the board, and
basic tactics. Each chapter builds on previous information, as Pawnie
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strategies. At the end of each chapter, learners are presented with
"What would you do?" questions that test retention before proceeding
to the next section. Features include: Step by step instructions
Interactive challenges reinforce techniques Simple to understand
illustrations Develops confidence and critical thinking skills
Improves memory and mental focus Solutions to activities at the end
of the book If you're looking for an activity that will enhance your
child's mental development while enjoying a new hobby, then Chess for
Kids is the perfect book for your kids! Scroll up and click 'Add To
Cart' to purchase your copy today!
Chess for Children
Chess: the Ultimate Chess Playing Guide
Official Rules of Chess
A Beginner's Guide to Learning the Chess Game, Pieces, Board, Rules,
& Strategies
Teaching Techniques that Work
Complete Guide to Learn how to Play Chess, Rules, Pieces, Tactics and
Winning Strategies

"Luckily, I break down chess into absurdly simple tems anyone can learn from...
Beginners don't know how to read complicated chess notation or terminology,
and in my opinion, don't need to know."-Would you want to learn how to play chess? Would you want to learn how to win
this game? This book will show you how! Chess is undoubtedly an excellent
game, played for many years, and demanding skills that include strategy, tactics,
and patience. Learning the game and playing it to the highest standards could
take a lifetime. However, that does not indicate you cannot learn the moves
quickly and become a good player who can win most of the games you play. In
this book Know the Rules, the Openings, the Fundamentals, the Best Tactics and
Strategies to Win; you will learn the best ways to play chess. This guide is
excellent for anybody who is a beginner to learn this thrilling game. It's time you
surprise your friends with how you play this game. This book will explain to you
easily the famous chess openings. Even if you are a total beginner, you can
surprise your family or friends by learning the Grandmasters' tips and tricks.
Here's a quick peek of what you will find in this book: History and origins of the
game What is chess, and why play it Objectives in a chess game The
chessboard and its pieces The rules The three phases of the game The openings
The best tactics Beginner strategies Advance strategies Basic mating patterns
How to start playing chess Errors to avoid
Developing plans of action based on positional analysis: weak and strong
squares, control of open lines, pawn structure, more. 20 problems.
Learn step-by-step how to play the Mysterious Game of Chess today! Now at
your fingertips.***Read for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Get your Copy Now!***Do
you want to learn the mysterious game of Chess but don't know anyone to teach
you? You can learn how to play Chess in a few hours with this fun and easy
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primer! In this book, you'll learn how to: Move Pawns, Rooks, Bishops, Queens,
Kings, and Knights Apply a basic understanding of chess and chess
fundamentals Properly move the pieces including all special chess moves and
chess rules Learn three special Chess moves, including castling, en passant, and
promotion 10 Checkmates you can use today! Chess tips and Fundamentals for
the beginner 3 Chess Tactics, and 5 Openings to help you win! Excellent Chess
instruction for adults who are beginning and a great chess book for kids as well.
Learn step-by-step how to beat your friends and family before it's too late! The
time to learn Chess is now! Scroll up and click the BUY NOW button for your
instant download!
How Not to Play Chess
Guide On How To Play Chess
The Ultimate Step-by-Step Guide to Quickly Memorize All Chess Moves, Rules
and Tactics. Easily Learn how to Predict the Opponent, Openings and Strategies
How To Beat Anyone At Chess
How To Play Chess
Simple Strategies to Win!
Playing Chess Like The Pros Do Done Easy Have you ever been interested in playing
chess? Do you want to learn techniques that can help you win future chess games?
Chess can be an interesting and captivating game. Playing chess is a way to keep the
mind engaged because you always have to be planning your next move. If you are keen
on details then chess will definitely be a game that will intrigue you. It may seem a bit
intimidating at first however it is easy to learn this game. This book is the solution to
learning skillful tactics. You can use this book to learn all you need to know about
chess. Soon you will be able to integrate these techniques into the game and be playing
like a pro in no time.This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to play
chess like a pro.No matter if you are a beginner that wants to learn the basics of the
game to not leave your friends the tiniest chance to win over you or if you are already
an experienced player that know the right moves, you will benefit from this book and it
will improve your chess-game by a ton - PROMISE ! Here Is A Preview Of What You
Will Learn... Rules Of Chess Chess Pieces Rules For Starting The Game How To Play
Rules For Starting The Game Understanding the Three Stages of Chess Tactics Chess
Opening Strategies and Moves Middle Game Tactics in Chess How to Play Chess and
Win 3 Tips That Every Chess Player Needs To Remember Much, much more! Get Your
Copy Today!
A group biography of seven enduring and beloved games, and the story of why—and
how—we play them. Checkers, backgammon, chess, and Go. Poker, Scrabble, and
bridge. These seven games, ancient and modern, fascinate millions of people
worldwide. In Seven Games, Oliver Roeder charts their origins and historical
importance, the delightful arcana of their rules, and the ways their design makes them
pleasurable. Roeder introduces thrilling competitors, such as evangelical minister
Marion Tinsley, who across forty years lost only three games of checkers; Shusai, the
Master, the last Go champion of imperial Japan, defending tradition against “modern
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rationalism”; and an IBM engineer who created a backgammon program so capable at
self-learning that NASA used it on the space shuttle. He delves into the history and lore
of each game: backgammon boards in ancient Egypt, the Indian origins of chess, how
certain shells from a particular beach in Japan make the finest white Go stones.
Beyond the cultural and personal stories, Roeder explores why games, seemingly trivial
pastimes, speak so deeply to the human soul. He introduces an early philosopher of
games, the aptly named Bernard Suits, and visits an Oxford cosmologist who has
perfected a computer that can effectively play bridge, a game as complicated as human
language itself. Throughout, Roeder tells the compelling story of how humans,
pursuing scientific glory and competitive advantage, have invented AI programs better
than any human player, and what that means for the games—and for us. Funny,
fascinating, and profound, Seven Games is a story of obsession, psychology, history,
and how play makes us human.
"Chess is everything: art, science, and sport." - Anatoly Karpov. This beautifully
illustrated, press-out board book is the perfect introduction to the best-loved two-player
strategy board game of all time. It will teach players the fundamentals of chess, in clear
and simple language. Basic rules are explained succinctly, as are more complex moves
such as castling and queening. The model board and each of the 32 press-out model
pieces have been lovingly illustrated. The clear but sophisticated artwork will appeal to
children and adult. Ideal for future grandmasters aged 7 and up.
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